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Cooperative Challenge In Whoville 
 
I’m going to read you a few lines from a story and I want you to listen without talking 
and tell me what the name of the story is and the author when I finish.   
 
Story Excerpt – Read a bit of end of the Grinch Who Stole Christmas. 
 
Well we all know that the Grinch would never do anything mean to the people of 
whoville since that famous day right?  The Grinch actually became a very nice person 
and decided to spend the rest of his life doing good for others.  So he moved to a big city 
and now works for the Red Cross all year round.  He puts in extra hours during the 
Holiday season.  What we didn’t know until recently is that the Grinch had a “not so 
nice” cousin named Grunch.  Over the years, Grunch spent a lot of time traveling around 
trying to find a home where no one would bother him.  You’re never going to believe 
where he finally landed…  You guessed it!  On the mountain high atop Whoville!!!  In 
his cousin the Grinch’s old place.  He didn’t even realize there was a town below until 
one day in the middle of winter he saw all kinds of lights shining from below.  There 
were thousands of them.  And he heard music… and singing….  It was driving him 
crazy! One day he decided to do something about it.  And Christmas eve was the day he 
made his move.  Following in his cousin’s footsteps he snuck down to Whoville and stole 
all of the presents, decorations and food from every Who in Whoville.  The only 
difference was that this time some of the children were not tucked snug in their beds…  
They were up trying to catch a glimpse of reindeer in the night sky.  When they saw the 
Grunch, naturally they were scared and weren’t quite sure what they should do.  They 
watched him take off into the woods with all of their things.  Well those little Whos 
weren’t about to stand by and let that happen.  But they didn’t want to wake their parents 
for fear they would be in trouble for not going to bed as they had been told.  So they 
talked it over and decided to follow the Grunch to get their stuff back.  It wasn’t very 
difficult to follow his tracks because of all the snow.  The grunch left very plain foot 
prints.  They followed the prints up higher and higher until all of sudden the trail ended.  
The wind had picked up and the blowing snow was filling in the footprints. As they 
traveled the snow got deeper and deeper and it was getting very hard to manage, 
especially for the littlest Whos.  But they trudged on. They weren’t the kind of Who’s 
who just gave up. When they finally got within sight of the Grunch’s house what lay 
before them was amazing.  It was a pathway, but a very difficult one to follow.  It was 
surrounded by so much snow that if they stepped off they would surely sink out of sight 
and be lost forever.  They didn’t want to turn back after working so hard so they decided 
if they really worked together to get make it through and, get their stuff, and get back 
before their parents woke in the morning.  You see, Grunch had been so tired when he 
got home he had left their things outside and had gone in to bed.  And the Grunch was a 
very sound sleeper.  
 
You are the Whos and your task is to make it to the Grunch’s house without falling into 
the snow, then get back to the main trail (where you sit right now) with your things in as 
little time as possible.  There is one item for each of you to retrieve. If any of Who falls 
into the snow he/she must all come back to the start and begin again.   
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Set Up – Supply the group with a number of things they can stand on to move across the 
snow with. Place a number of items at the opposite end of the area (at Grunch’s house) to 
represent the things they must retrieve.  


